[Long-term results of surgical treatment for lumbar spine degenerative. Disease in patients above 60 of age].
Aim of this study was to assess results of surgical treatment of patients with degenerative lumbar spine disease. We analyzed 68 patients 65-82 years old. Clinical neurological examination, questionnaires, X-rays, multispiral CT scans were used for evaluation. After decompressive (group A) and decompressive-stabilizing surgery (group B) we observed significant decrease of low back pain intensity according to visual analogue scale (chi2 = 10.0; p = 0.024; p < 0.05) and leg pain intensity (chi2 = 24.4; p = 0.001; p < 0.05). However, Oswestry disability index (ODI) 4-6 years after decompressive-stabilizing surgery remained substantially low in comparison with decompressive procedures. ODI after surgery also remained significantly lower in comparison with preoperative level in both groups (chi2 = 71.4; p = 0.001; p < 0.05), however, after decompressive-stabilizing procedures positive dynamics of ODI was more prominent. Complex assessment of treatment outcomes discovered significant difference in rates of good and poor results between two groups. Good postoperative results in group A reached 38.7% while in group B--67.6% (z = 2.2; p = 0.032; p < 0.05); poor results in groups A and B were 29.0% and 2.7%, respectively (z = 2.7, p = 0.007, p < 0.05). Decompressive-stabilizing procedures are the most effective in treatment of degenerative lumbar spine disease.